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Introduction
This is the first B2 paper testing the new specification. Probably the most significant
development in this paper is the introduction of the two 6 mark questions that assess the
quality of written communication. Some of the content in this new specification is very
prescriptive and candidates coped with this well.
Examiners were impressed at the high quality of answers seen. It was clear that
candidates have been well-prepared for this exam; answers matched the requirements
of the specification and at an appropriate level, and candidates knew the expectations of
the various command words. It was also good to see a progression in the expression of
candidate responses between the 5BI1 papers and this one. Answers were better structured
and there was more frequent use of Biological terms.
The majority of candidates responded well to the two 6 mark questions and demonstrated
some extensive knowledge of both of the topics chosen for this paper.
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Question 1 (a) (i)
This question caused few problems to candidates with the majority answering it correctly.

Question 1 (a) (ii)
This question was not quite so well answered, with answers such as diffusion, osmosis and
transpiration appearing.

Question 1 (a) (iii)
About half the candidates answered this question correctly. Common incorrect answers
included vague references to vessels, and as expected, phloem.
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Question 1 (b) (i) - (ii)
A whole range of responses was seen for this question. Common errors included lines not
drawn with a ruler, lines being drawn through the first and last points, more than one line
drawn and mis-reading of the x axis scale. The mark scheme was designed in such a way that
candidates who had drawn one line in the wrong place, could still get a mark for part (ii).
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Examiner Comments

This response scored both marks. The line
was reasonable, with points both above and
below the line, and the value given of 0.38 was
within the half square tolerance.
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Examiner Tip

Take care when drawing graphs and reading
values. The question might seem easy but you
must be very accurate in order to get both marks.

Examiner Comments

Although there was no data point on the y axis, we
did not penalise candidates who extended their line
up to this axis. However, this line of best fit was not
considered good enough to score the mark as there
are only crosses below the line and none above it.

Examiner Tip

A line of best fit needs to go through the
middle of the points plotted - try and balance
the number of points above the line with the
number below.
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Examiner Comments

A line of best fit requires the candidate to draw a
straight line through the middle of all the points.
This candidate could still have scored the second mark,
had they read the value accurately from the graph.
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Examiner Tip

Values need to be read carefully from
graphs. Always double check the scale used
for the x and y axis.

Question 1 (b) (iii)
Although many candidates appeared to understand what this question was essentially
about, the answers were poorly expressed biologically, so that few gained full marks.
Many candidates tried to describe the concentration differences. Descriptions that were
presented in terms of the water or the sugar concentration were equally acceptable.

Examiner Comments

This example is fairly typical of responses where the
candidate does not make it clear whether they are
describing the concentration inside or the outside of
the courgette.

Examiner Tip

Try to be as specific as possible in your
answers. In questions of this nature, it is
important to be clear where molecules are at
their most concentrated.

This example also illustrates the problems candidates had expressing themselves clearly
enough.

Examiner Comments

The candidate does not tell us what molecule had a
lower concentration inside the courgette.
This response was also fairly typical in that they have
refered to 'the solution' diffusing in. Had they said
that the solution had moved in by osmosis then the
response would have been credited.

Examiner Tip

When referring to concentrations of molecules,
make it very clear which molecule you are
talking about.
If you are writing about the movement of water,
then always use the term 'osmosis' but do not
forget: only water moves by osmosis.
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Question 2 (a) (i)
This was answered correctly by a significant majority of candidates, with meiosis being
the most common incorrect answer given. There were a lot of spelling variations seen, but
provided there was a 't' in the answer provided, the mark was awarded.

Question 2 (a) (ii)
Generally, this question was well answered. Comments on the strawberry runners being
identical to the parent plant, and their cheapness, were frequently seen.

Examiner Comments

This is a very typical response to this question.

Examiner Tip

Always check to see how many marks a question has been
allocated. If you have been asked to suggest advantages
and there are two marks allocated to the question, you must
suggest two advantages at least.

Examiner Comments

Another good answer. The candidates could phrase their answer
in a number of ways to gain their marks for this question.
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Question 2 (b)
This question illustrates how practical work, that is part of the specification content, needs
to be covered in quite specific detail, with the candidates understanding key procedures.

Examiner Comments

This response was awarded both marks. A number of candidates
simply wrote that stage 1 and stage 2 were so that the DNA
could be extracted - repeating the question. This candidate has
given more information.

Examiner Tip

Be careful not to simply repeat the question in your
answers - marks will not be awarded for information
that has already been given to you.
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Question 2 (c) (ii)
This question illustrates that some specification points can be tested through the drawing of
diagrams.
A range of responses were seen for this question. The mark scheme was designed so that
candidates would not lose two marks for drawing their nucleus in the wrong position.

Examiner Comments

This candidate cannot be awarded mark point 1 as the location
of the nucleus is wrong. The candidate does get a mark for
labeling the nucleus.

Examiner Tip

Always attempt a question, even if you are unsure of the
answer. You will get no marks for leaving a question
blank, but you might pick up a mark by attempting it.
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Examiner Comments

Some candidates tried to cover all options and drew and labelled
all sorts of structures, as this candidate has done. However,
although we can award the first mark point for the correct location
of the nucleus, we cannot decide which structure the candidate is
indicating contains the DNA.

Examiner Tip

Try to do exactly what the question asks you to do - you could
be compromising your answer by trying to do too much.
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Examiner Comments

Although this candidate has labelled several structures, they
have indicated which structure contains the DNA; this candidate
can be awarded the second mark.

Question 3a
Approximately two thirds of candidates were able to explain that an organ consists of
more than one tissue. The most frequently seen wrong answers were descriptions that
included cells, or a reference to the tissues being of the same type.
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Question 3c
A range of responses was seen for this item, with many candidates demonstrating a good
understanding of the adaptations of the villus for absorption. The features commented on
most frequently were the large surface area and the good blood supply. Very few candidates
commented on the presence of the microvilli.

Examiner Comments

This response illustrates the high quality of some of the
responses that we saw for this question.
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Examiner Comments

This response was awarded 4 marks. We allowed the third mark
point to be awarded as the candidate clearly has the right idea
about the diffusion distance being small, even though their
description of the one cell thick villus is not accurately worded.
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Question 3 (d) (i)
This calculation was attempted by the majority of candidates, with many scoring the
full two marks. The mark scheme was designed to avoid candidates losing both marks if
they mis-read the value from the graph. The most common error was reading the value
from the graph as 83%.

Examiner Comments

This candidate showed their working clearly and calculated the
correct answer.

Examiner Comments

This candidate read the value from the graph correctly but did
not calculate the correct answer. They scored 1 mark.

Examiner Tip

Always attempt calculations and show all your working.
You may pick up marks for your working, even if you
do not end up with the correct answer at the end.
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Examiner Comments

This candidate mis-read the graph, but still scored 1 mark for
the answer calculated using their value. If the candidate had not
shown their working and just written their wrong answer then
they would have scored zero.

Examiner Tip

Always show all your working.
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Question 3 (d) (ii)
Candidates coped well with the slightly unusual context of this question and some very
good suggestions were made as to the survival differences of the probiotic bacteria in milk
compared to chocolate.

Examiner Comments

The idea of chocolate being solid and milk being liquid was
probably the most common suggestion. This candidate went on
to explain why this should make a difference but this was not
actually necessary for the mark.

Examiner Tip

Whenever you see the command word 'suggest' do not
panic and leave a blank answer. Quite often stating the
obvious will gain you a mark. A blank answer will only
guarantee you no marks.

Examiner Comments

This is another example of a reasonable suggestion.
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Examiner Comments

This is the reverse argument.

Examiner Tip

Sometimes an answer can be written in one of two ways.
Always make it very clear what you are writing about.
Try and avoid starting sentences with 'it' or 'they'.
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Question 4 (a)
A fairly straightforward calculation that the majority of candidates attempted.
When calculations carry two or more marks, candidates need to show their working so that
they may still able to pick up some marks for their working, even if they make a mistake in
the final answer.

Examiner Comments

This candidate could have scored 1 mark had they rounded up
their answer correctly. They did not get the first mark as their
division sum is upside down, however they could have got the
second mark for correctly evaluating their sum.

Examiner Tip

It is vital that you show your working for any calculation. When
checking through your answers at the end, redo the calculation
and check that you have copied down the correct numbers and
rounded up values correctly.
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Examiner Tip

Examiner Comments

A candidate scores full marks for just the
correct answer.

It is much safer to show your working, just in case
you do make a mistake.

Examiner Comments

This candidate scored zero for this item as they only
gave the answer which was incorrectly rounded. Their
answer of 0.16 indicates that they did the right division
but method marks cannot be awarded if they do not
show their working.
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Examiner Tip

Always show your working.

Question 4 (b)
It was very encouraging to see very few blank responses for this item. The most common
error was to describe the role of blood in delivering oxygen to the muscles without writing a
comparative answer to explain why the cardiac output needs to increase during exercise.
Some candidates got side-tracked in their responses and talked about breathing rate
increasing to get more oxygen into the blood.
Although all of the mark points, except the third one, are written as comparative
statements, examiners only required the candidate to make one comparative statement to
access these marks.

Examiner Comments

The first sentence starts with a comparative statement so this
response scores the full three marks.

Examiner Tip

Read through the question carefully before answering.
When you have written your answer, read though it
carefully and then read the question again to make
sure your response actually answers the question.
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Examiner Comments

A response written as bullet points is perfectly acceptable,
provided their is enough context. Just a list of key words would
not be sufficient.

Examiner Tip

Listing / bullet pointing your answer can help you to make
your answers clearer. This can also help you to make sure
that you write enough points to gain full marks.

Examiner Comments

Although this candidate has a good understanding of the requirement
of oxygen for respiration to release energy for exercise, there is no
comparative statement, so this response does not answer the question.
1 mark was awarded for the reference to respiration.
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Question 4 (c)
The responses to this question were probably the most disappointing. The question was directly
from the specification. It was decided to credit a comment about substances being carried
in the blood plasma (mark point 4) and examiners were impressed to see just how many
candidates were being specific about these substances being present in the plasma.

Examiner Comments

This candidate has identified the blood vessels involved but not made
it clear which blood vessel is carrying blood in which direction. There
is no reference to the heart, which is also necessary when describing
direction of blood flow in arteries and veins.

Examiner Tip

Never try and roll two pieces of information into one
sentence. If you do, your response may become very
ambiguous, and as a result you could end up with no marks.
If you write one sentence about the veins, and then another
about the arteries, the description about the direction of
blood flow is likely to be clearer.

Examiner Comments

Candidates should be encouraged to be more
familiar with the wording on the specification.
This will help them understand what is required.

Examiner Tip

If you are unsure of the correct chemical
formulae, then do not use them.
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Examiner Comments

This is another example of an ambiguous response. Separate
sentences about the veins and the arteries would have scored
this candidate 2 marks instead of none.

Question 4 (d)
Some good responses were seen for a question set in an unfamiliar context.
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Question 5 (a) (i)
A well-answered question, with candidates displaying a good understanding of the problems
associated with cloning.

Examiner Comments

Although the candidate has written four lines, they have only
given one specific risk associated with cloning - the short life
span. The reference to health problems is too vague to be
awarded a mark.

Examiner Tip

Try and write short snappy sentences, and then make
sure that you have written at least as many sentences,
each making a different point, as there are marks
allocated to a question.

Examiner Comments

This example illustrates the high quality of response that we
saw typically for this question.
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Examiner Comments

The reference to diseases and infections is too vague. We had
two mark points relating to disease. one mark point related
to genetic diseases and the other point was for the idea that
cloned animals could be susceptible to the same disease.
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Question 5 (a) (ii)
Some excellent responses were seen about the cloning of mammals by a number of
candidates. Many responses included several points about cloning, that had been included
in the indicative marking section. It is important to remember that this is not a mark
scheme; candidates do not get a mark for each point made.

Examiner Comments

This example illustrates one of the excellent responses that we
saw. At least five stages have been described in order, achieving
a level three response. Although 'surrogate' has been spelt
incorrectly, this is insufficient to reduce the mark to five.
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Examiner Comments

This is an example of a level 2 response. The candidate does
have the basic idea of the cloning process but cannot relate
specific, accurate detail. There are however, three or more
stages given; the marking criteria for a level 2 response.
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Examiner Comments

This is an example of a level 1 response, just. On reading this
through the first time it appears that the candidate does not
understand the process. However, they do know that cells need to
be removed from the same species and that one animal gives birth
to another animal's baby following the transfer of something.

Examiner Tip

Never leave a response blank. Always write what you
can; you may score some unexpected marks.
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Examiner Comments

This response illustrates a level 0 response. The candidate has
clearly confused cloning with IVF. Although we can ignore the
details relating to IVF, there is insufficient detail about cloning
to award any marks.
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Question 5 (b) (ii)
This question proved to be quite discriminating, as it should be, given that it is based on the
higher level content of the specification. There was a marked difference in the proportion
of higher ability candidates who answered this well, compared to the less able candidates
sitting this paper.

Examiner Comments

This candidate scored 1 mark for the reference to transcription.
Unfortunately, although they knew that mRNA is involved, they implied
that it is already present and not actually made during the process.
This was the most frequent error seen.

Examiner Comments

This is a good example of some of the excellent
responses that we saw written by the more able
candidates.

Examiner Tip

Your specification gives you a good summary
of exactly what you need to know about a
topic. Learn that and include it in your answer.
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Question 6 (b)
Candidates have good knowledge of the structure of red blood cells and how they are
adapted for their function. It would improve candidate's responses if they could actually link
each feature with the way it helps the red blood cell to carry oxygen.

Examiner Comments

This illustrates the kind of response that had been hoped for.
A clear link between the structure and how it helps the cell to
carry oxygen.

Examiner Comments

Another well-constructed answer linking structure to adaptation.

Examiner Tip

Look at how many marks are allocated to an answer
and then make at least that many points. This answer
has been assigned 3 marks and the candidate has
discussed three features.
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Examiner Comments

Another good answer; the use of bullet points helps to make the
response clear.

Examiner Comments

Less able candidates did refer to the doughnut shape of
the cell and used terms like 'easy' and 'efficient'.

Examiner Tip

Try to use technical terms.
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Question 6 (c)
Candidates displayed their knowledge of the role of platelets; good answers were seen
scoring the maximum of two marks.

Examiner Comments

A typical answer, scoring 2 marks.

Examiner Comments

Candidates frequently scored full marks for this question.

Examiner Tip

It can be a good idea to try and write one more statement
in your answer than there is marks for the question.
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Question 6 (d)
Very few blank responses were seen for this question. Some candidates wrote two
descriptions, one for mitosis and one for meiosis, but examiners credited this by picking out
the comparative points. More able students did write actual comparisons and there were
some very clear comparisons made in a table format.

Examiner Comments

For a level 3 response, examiners were looking for at least two correct
comparisons. This response is a very good level 3 response. The use of
bullet points aids the clarity and is perfectly acceptable, provided more
than just key words are listed.

Examiner Tip

You do not have to write large amounts to score well.
Short snappy sentences, each containing one piece of
information expressed using scientific terms, is a very
clear way of expressing yourself.
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Examiner Comments

This is another example of some of the high quality answers
that we saw.
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Examiner Comments

Although this candidate has muddled up most of mitosis and
meiosis, they have made one correct comparative statement
about the two processes which makes this a level 2 response.
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Examiner Comments

For a level 1 response we were looking for at least two correct
statements about cell division. Wrong explanations were ignored.

Examiner Tip

Even if you know very little about the answer to a
question, always write what you do know. You are
guaranteed zero marks for a blank response but you
might pick up marks if you write something.
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Examiner Comments

This is an example where the candidate also confused mitosis
and meiosis but did not make any correct comments.
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Paper Summary
Overall, there were some good answers seen and many candidates displayed a good
knowledge and understanding of this new B2 specification. Perhaps the weakest answers
were those involving the practical work and the higher level content.
Teaching and candidate revision should focus on the following points:
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•

Learning and understanding the steps in practical procedures that are identified in the
specification.

•

Focusing on the higher level concepts.

•

Accurate drawing of and reading from graphs.

•

Using diagrams that illustrate structural features.

•

Using comparative statements when asked to describe differences between two
situations / processes.

•

Focusing on the spelling of key biological terms.

•

Showing working for all calculations and including units when relevant.
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Grade Boundaries
Grade boundaries for this, and all other papers, can be found on the website on this link:
http://www.edexcel.com/iwantto/Pages/grade-boundaries.aspx
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